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ALCHEMY =
 

WILD  soul
JOURNEY

CHAKRAS
WHERE THE 
ENERGY OF        spirit 

ENTERS 

WILD soul GLOSSARY
ALCHEMY. An ancient path of spiritual transformation, alchemy turns our base elements into the gold of 
expanded consciousness. Alchemy unites the opposites of heaven and earth in our union with the soul. Alchemy 
is a soul’s path meandering through the ages and the body.

AMPLIFICATION. The elaboration and clarification of a dream or image by exploring mythic and archetypal parallels, 
amplification uses comparative mythology, religion, sociology, myth and art.

ANIMA. The inner psychological feminine soul that Jung associated with the heart and Eros (the god/goddess of 
love), the anima was embodied, ancient, archetypal and artistic.

ANIMUS. The inner psychological masculine mind that Jung associated with the head and Logos (the Word), the 
animus was disembodied, archetypal, linguistic and transcendent.

ARCHETYPE. Universal, energetic blueprints that reemerge through time like stepping-stones upon our 
collective path. As humans we walk upon this path that weaves its way through our myths as a soul story filled with 
archetypal roles. From the hero or heroine to the wise old mentor, the trickster to the mother or father, archetypes play 
universal roles in all of our lives.

BODY . MIND . HEART . SOUL . SPIRIT. Body, mind, heart, soul and spirit are interconnected aspects of our-
self, united by our heart and soul. 



CHAKRA. Chakra means “wheel” or “disc” indicating a circular energy 
center at certain points up the center of the body. These centers are found 
in different cultures but the chakras themselves belong to no tradition. 
Chakras are spiritual energy centers where the energy of spirit enters 
the body. They are not religious but reflect the universal energy of the soul 
as a map of the body. Soul means psyche, and you can think of this as 
an inner psychology of the body. Each center has a different purpose and 
character, and when we understand and use them, they provide embodied 
guidance in our life. Corresponding to specific organs, the chakras harmonize 
and heal your physical, emotional, mental, and psychological or soul health. 
They embody a holistic system of health and healing.

Be uses the 7 Physical Chakras and the 5 Star Chakras: the earth 
chakra below and soul, spirit, cosmic and universal chakras above.

CIRCLE. The primary form of the process and a symbol of divinity and 
femininity, the circle serves as a container to hold this process as both a 
protective alchemical container and a centering practice.

COHERENCE. A harmonious alignment between two wave sources 
(expressed in people), coherence can be seen as an alignment to our soul 
and Self to receive energy and information through a high vibration.

COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUS and UNCONSCIOUS. The true nature of life 
is collective, and both the conscious and unconscious aspect of life are 
personal and collective. Beneath conscious reality is a personal and 
collective unconscious that is likened to an iceberg in which 95% is 
under the water (unconscious). The unconscious is not empty but filled 
with archetypal or universal patterns that express in us and connect us, 
facilitating our evolution or individuation in a way similar to gene expression.
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WILD soul ROADMAP = 7 + 5 

“Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing
and rightdoing there is a field.

I’ll meet you there.
When the soul lies down in that grass

the world is too full to talk about.”
RUMI

CREATIVITY IS 
THE NATURE OF 

THE soul 
 

WILD soul 
 



COMPLEX. A constellated emotional response centering 
around a core wound, complexes draw upon archetypal 

energy connected to related collective wounding. Complexes 
make us lose our center and soul. Reverting to the age of our 

core wounding, when we are triggered and in complex, we are 
immature. Complexes show us where we still need to heal and are 

stepping stones to our individuation.   
CONSCIOUSNESS. Consciousness is symbolized by the sun 

and the masculine mind or animus, consciousness is privileged in 
the current era. Modern neuroscience has found that 95% of 

our actions are unconscious. Another way to imagine this path 
is as a journey into the unconscious to find the buried treasure 
of the soul and bring it to consciousness. Similarly, our shadow 

material is saved from the unconscious by our soul.

CREATIVE. Creativity is the nature of the soul and one of the out-
comes of the path is that we become increasingly creative, exercising 

our soul’s ability to co-create with spirit.

DOVE. An ancient symbol of the holy spirit or Sophia, the 
dove is a symbol of the overshadowing spirit and wisdom of 

the soul and love.

DREAMS. Filled with symbolic images from the unconscious, 
dreams provide insight and guidance into the inner world that 

can be explored in dreamwork through association and 
amplification through the creative arts.

EGO. The conscious identity we hold throughout our life as a 
stabilizing and unifying force. In this process, the soul gradually 
replaces the ego as our primary identification and interface in 

the world.

WILD soul COMPLEXES

MY 

 soul
IS MY 
GUIDE
Rumi
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WISDOM 
of the   soul 



 

 

SEAT OF THE soul = HEART 

ELEMENTS. Represented in a sacred circle or hoop, indigenous people 
throughout time have used consistent colors, directions and symbolism 
to align and connect themselves with the earth. While some systems 
have 4 elements (usually earth, air, fire and water), others have 5 (including 
additional elements and variation of metal, wood, space and ether). Some 
connect with an altar and elements upon the altar (like a feather, candle or 
stone), others align to the seasons, full moons, sunrises and sunsets, solstices 
and equinoxes that still hold the basic structure of modern calendars.

EMBODIED. The soul does not have a body but enters our body 
through the chakras to guide us. Layered physical, emotional, mental, 
psychological and spiritual bodies are connected by the chakras which serve as 
a path and ladder that ascends to heaven and back down to earth. The soul’s 
nature is to connect through love, and this nature is expressed in the body and 
the attraction of one body to another. So, bodies serve as a temple or cathedral 
of the soul in which heaven resides on earth. The seat of the soul chakra is the 
entrance to the heart, the chamber of the soul - the crystal cathedral.  

FLOWER OF LIFE. An ancient pattern of overlapping circles that expresses 
the sacred geometric unfolding of the universe, including the form of 
the vesica pisces formed in the overlap of the circles.

ENTRAINMENT. First observed in the 17th century, entrainment is the vibratory 
resonance between two oscillating bodies and the synchronization of two or 
more rhythmic cycles in harmony.

GROUNDING. The act of creating a conscious energetic connection to 
the earth through your body. This can be visualized or imagined as the 
roots of a tree or an umbilical cord connecting you to the earth. Grounding 
balances our energy in exchange with the earth and anchors us to the world 
as we reach or branch toward the heavens.

THIS IS 
THE HIDDEN 

MAP OF YOUR
 being

“The  purpose 
of our JOURNEY

 is to restore ourselves 
to wholeness.” 

DEBBIE FORD
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HEAD/HEART A polarity between the feminine heart and masculine head. Jung described this as the core 
attributes of the anima or soul and animus or mind and both are needed to be healed and whole.

HERO or HEROINE’S JOURNEY: This is the major archetype at play in our journey, since we are embarking 
on a heroic journey in pursuit of our soul. The mythologist Joseph Campbell evolved the work of Jung and 
others within an archetypal or universal plotline or soul story, imagined as the dark night of the soul.

The journey begins with the soul’s call which can be accepted or declined and is indicated often by crisis.
• A series of challenges that mark a path of initiation into greater consciousness.
• Reaching the goal which results in a boon or treasure—the soul and her guidance.
• A return to the world from which you came, arriving home as a new person, awake and reborn.
• The offering of the boon or treasure from the journey to the underworld as a gift and service to the world.
• In this journey all of the archetypal characters play their part from the heroine to the trickster and fool. Like in 

a dream, we can play many or all of these internal characters which reflect aspects of ourselves.

Higher Power. From 12 step programs to rites of passage, a higher power is called upon to guide and protect 
us in our transformation. Whether you believe in a traditional God or Einstein’s mathematical cosmos this belief in 
a higher power is profoundly helpful in navigating the journey.

HOUSES. The zodiac moves through houses in an arch through the sky. Charting a celestial path that has 
guided humanity, the houses are symbolic of stages of the path and embody mythic themes.

HUMAN. A combination from Sanskrit of hu meaning God and mana meaning mind, indicating our ultimate goal 
and nature in God thought or consciousness.

IMPRINTING. Like the early phase in which parents imprint upon the memory of a child, our soul imprints upon 
us as an original image and conception.

INDIVIDUATION. A term used by the psychologist Carl Jung for the transformational journey of the individual 
toward the Self following their soul. The chakra path is one of individuation.
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WILD  soul ARE YOU called? 

The most 
terrifying thing is to 

ACCEPT oneself  completely
CG JUNG



 

INTUITION 
IS A FORM OF   spiritual

(IN)SIGHT
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JUNG, C. G. A Swiss psychologist (1875-1961) and the founder of analytical psychology, Jung brought 
psychology back to a study or pursuit of the soul. In particular, Jung explored art and creativity as well as 
the chakras as a path of individuation (transformation) and a coniunctio or alchemical union of opposites in 
our marriage to the soul and expression of the Self (an archetypal whole like God).

INSTINCTS. An unconscious, adaptive intelligence of the body, instincts help us co-create with nature. The 
alchemical connection of heaven and earth connects embodied instincts and spiritual intuition.

INTUITION. An instantaneous and holistic understanding that is not derived from facts but from insight, 
intuition is a form of inner, spiritual sight. It is a direct perception that synthesizes the parts as a whole. It is the 
soul’s primary way of knowing.

KABBALAH. Meaning “receiving,” the Kabbalah is an ancient, symbolic teaching of mystical Judaism that paints a 
map of the origin of humanity, our divinity and our soul. It is mapped visually in the tree of life.

KARMA. Meaning “action,” karma indicates a connection between cause and effect in which they are balanced. 
Summarized in the Golden Rule, “Do to others as you would have them do to you,” karma creates and 
maintains balance in the world. It is the connection between us and our sou. Karma helps us learn and is a form 
of grace through which we find the path and make our way. After karma (the paying of debt), we can pursue our 
dharma (the offering of our gift or purpose to the world).
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LOTUS. A symbol of transformation, the lotus is rooted 
under water (symbolic of the unconscious) in the muck 
and the mire but rises up to blossom upon the surface 
(consciousness) and unfold under the sun. Often 
pictures as a thousand-petaled bloom unfolding at 
the crown, the lotus opens to reveal a jewel of cosmic 
consciousness. While the root connects to the earth, 
the blossom connects to heaven.

LOVE. The basis of creation, love is the quality that 
attracts us to others and to the soul. Love is the primary 
quality of the soul and this process is marked by an 
increased love of ourselves, soul and others. Love is 
not simply an emotion but an energy (see Quantum Love).
 
MIND. Our mind is not what we think. It is a way to 
commune and communicate with the soul through 
both a lower and higher thinking function. As a part of 
walking this path you will learn to envision and create 
in collaboration with the soul. The mind, like everything, is 
sacred, and this process reimagines the mind in one of 
its earliest meanings as remembering and visual thinking. 
(idea = “to see”)

MAGIC. Imagination and image share a common root 
with magic (magi like the 3 magi) and this process can 
be seen as the recovery of our ability to use the magic 
of the imagination. Magic is imagination + belief. 

MEDITATION. Based on the emptying of the mind, you 
are receptive to insight and revelation. Both ancient and 
increasingly popular, meditation results in profound 
physical, psychological, mental and spiritual benefits. 
From mindfulness to zen, loving-kindness to transcendental,
there are many forms of meditation, but on this path it is 
really about finding your way. While techniques vary, 
including visualization, active imagination, mantras, yantras, 
mudras and the chakras, the power of the practice is that 
it is comfortable and that you use it ritually. 

YOU ARE  love  
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TRUTH - YOU ARE  enough .

YOU HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED. 
SUMMON YOUR COURAGE, 

THE DOOR IS OPEN.

YOU ARE  ready. 

magi 
MAGIC
image

imagination

1



YOUR  soul’s PURPOSE  

We have a 

shared .destiny, 
a shared responsibility 

to save the world.

WINNIE MANDELA
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MEDITATION PRACTICE. Perhaps the most powerful transformational 
practice for self-growth, meditation It is the primary path on this journey of

 soul-based initiation. Whether you are sitting in lotus posture, walking, baking 
or gardening, what matters is that this is a natural, simple and effective way for
 you to commune and communicate with spirit. Connecting body, mind, heart, 

soul and spirit, meditation is a path through the chakras to the stars. 

MANTRA. Meaning “protection for the mind,” a mantra is a repeated word 
or sound to achieve positive effects from peace to protection. The 

vibration of sound holds a frequency and invokes a resonance between our 
state of consciousness and those of the soul and the chakras. Mantras are 

affirmations which are stated aloud. 

METAPHOR. Meaning “transference,” metaphor is a bridge between one 
thing and another that helps us transfer our understanding to expand our 

knowledge of the soul and the world.

MORPHIC RESONANCE FIELD. Based on the biological principle that a 
group of cells can respond to discrete stimulus, morphic fields were evolved 
by the scientific heretic Rupert Sheldrake to explain causality in the field of 

para-psychology. Sheldrake suggest that memory is inherent in nature 
and natural systems have a form of collective memory and consciousness 

that underlies telepathy and other paranormal phenomenon.  

NATURE. Embodying the transcendent intelligence of the soul in 
the world, nature has a capital N to express the interconnected and 

adaptive capacity of Mother Nature or the sacred earth. Nature is a 
model for the path which aligns our nature with the natural world. We 

are remembering our nature, human nature.
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QUANTUM  love =  BEYOND   
 

WE ARE AT 
THE CENTER OF 
A MOVEMENT TO 

CHANGE THE WORLD -ONE soul 
AT A TIME. 

QUANTUMlove 
 

NONLINEARITY. A quantum physics principle in which causality and 
proportionality are replaced by a model that is likened to the synchronicity of 
the soul in this model.  The previous concept of classical linearity (A + B = 
C) is replaced by a new and yet ancient model of circularity.

NONPHYSICAL ENERGY. A quantum concept that lends itself to the 
ancient belief in the chakras and in the causality and effect of nonphysical 
reality. We now know that the universe is only 5% physical, the rest is comprised 
of 27% dark matter and 68% dark energy which represent the cosmic un or 
superconsncious.

PERSONA. A mask that people wear in their life to present themselves to 
the outer world as their identity, an egoic construct.

PRAY. Seek spirit. Intentional and ritual connection to spiritual plane.

QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT. A physical phenomenon when pairs of particles 
and groups share space, quantum entanglement describes the simultaneous 
mirroring behavior, even when the particles are separated by large distances. 
Entanglement describes how we are connected, particularly in pairs.

QUANTUM LOVE. Quantum physics provides the underlying mechanism 
for Quantum Love which evolved based on an intuitive understanding 
of why and how people can sense and respond unconsciously and 
simultaneously to stimuli across time, space and even death. Quantum 
physics is applied as a subtext to this path, though it is not often brought to 
the surface (because we are trying to stay in being not thinking). For further 
reading look to Laura Berman’s Quantum Love and entries on entrainment, 
entanglement and coherence in this glossary.

TRUTH - YOU ARE  love
YOU ARE CONNECTED BY LOVE, 

TO LOVE. YOU ARE SAFE. 

HAVE  faith1 2

12



RITUAL. The soul teaches in ritual which endows real world objects with 
deep meaning and significance as representative of high spiritual principles.  
So, the soul creates altars in which the lighting of a central while candle 
signifies the illumination of spirit and the bringing of consciousness from 
the soul. Rituals can take all kinds of forms and can be either simple or 
complex. Their power is in intent and sincerity.

SHADOW. Made up of the parts of ourselves that we cannot consciously see 
or accept, our shadow is comprised of the unconscious material we have yet 
to process in order to transform.

SOUL. Psyche or soul is an ancient archetypal concept for the lived reality 
that we have an inner, eternal guide. The soul can be imagined as a higher 
correspondence (Self) to the ego (little self). Lacking a body, the soul unites 
with us in a sacred marriage or union of opposites that ground the spirit of 
heaven on earth. The soul is creative, loving and expansive, guiding us as both 
a healer and a teacher.

SOUND HEALING EQUATION (Frequency + Intention = Healing). Sound 
healer Jonathan Goldman’s formula to describe the process of creating a 
healing resonance, guided by intent through energy and consciousness. With 
the chakras (which each have a tone) the intent can be imagined as both a 
sound and a vision or visualization in meditation. This is a form of soul healing 
and co-creation.

SPIRIT. The principle of pure and transcendent energy that cannot take form 
because of its high vibration.

SUBCONSCIOUS. Below consciousness, the subconscious is unconscious. 
Yet it reflects the collective transcendent consciousness of the soul embodied 
in nature—it is just unconscious to us.

SUPERCONSCIOUS. The superconscious extends outside of our conscious 
reality
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WILD  soul CONSCIOUSNESS   

When you 
follow the path to the 
center,  you find your 

.soulGUIDE
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SYMBOLS (SYMBOLISM). The soul speaks in symbolic images. Symbols unite unconscious elements that 
transcend our limited understanding with the knowledge of the soul. Symbols have an element that is 
mysterious, unknown and numinous (filled with archetypal energy), and they guide us to see through the vision of 
the soul.  Through this process we learn to see through the symbolic eye of the soul.

UNCONSCIOUS. The unconscious is what we don’t know or understand. Embodied in our body and nature, 
the unconscious is a powerful ally to us and the soul in our transformative process. The unconscious 
makes up 95% of our actions and is reached through the symbolic language of the soul. Meditative and creative 
practices are used to access unconscious. 

VESICA PISCES. A sacred geometric form made from the overlap of two circle, the vesical pisces is a sacred 
feminine form like the yoni. Found in religious and spiritual iconography across cultures, the vesica pisces often 
hold Christ as if within a maternal gateway. Like a mandala (sacred circle), a vesica pisces is a mandorla that 
holds creation in a feminine form.

WILD  soul. Spirit embodied in matter creates wild soul. The union of heaven and earth. *W sSK

WISDOM. An attribute of the soul, wisdom is long associated with the holy spirit and Sophia as feminine.

ZODIAC. An area of the sky that extends approximately 8 degrees north and south of the ecliptic, the 
zodiac is a symbolic and mythic system that follows the path of the sun through the heavens over the 
course of a year.  An archetypal construct, the zodiac has variations but is present across cultures.

 

THE SYMBOLIC 
NATURE OF OUR  

.soul ACCESSES  
THE UNCONSCIOUS - 
SOURCE OF 95% OF 

OUR ACTIONS. 

NOT ALL WHO  wander
ARE LOST 

TOLKIEN

See through the symbolic eye of the  soul 

TRUTH - WILD  destiny
YOUR SOUL HAS A PURPOSE,
THIS IS WHY YOU ARE HERE.

YOU ARE THE  legacy3
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LOVE IS THE

LANGUAGE OF 

THE soul

11.22 today I vow to my soul

I AM light in the darkness

I AM beauty in the world

soul SPACE 
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YOU ARE  ready
HAVE  faith
YOU ARE THE  legacy0
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SPIRIT + MATTER = WILD soul 

WsSK
WILD soul SURVIVAL KIT -
• COMPASS (your heart is your compass - follow your heart)  

*your heart is the crystal cathedral of the soul, it is your compass on the journey
• MAP - CHAKRAS (body . mind . heart . soul . spirit)
• MAP - ZODIAC (it is written in the stars) 

*you are the bridge of heaven and earth, you are the union of spirit + matter   
• GUIDE (your soul is your guide - seek the wisdom beyond) 
• RITUAL PRACTICES (prayer + meditation = transformation)   

Spirit embodied in matter creates WILD  soul. You are the union of heaven and earth.  
You don’t have to believe, but you have to have an open mind and an open heart to be love.  

IMAGINATION + BELIEF = WILD  magic


